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Marcus - Dont Look Back In Anger,  (Oasis) 

 

Slip inside the eye of your mind 

Don't you know you might find  

A better particle today  

You said that you'd never been  

But all the particles you've seen  

Slowly fade away  
 

Go on and start to fluidize your bed  

Cos you should use the brains that´s in your head  

Turn on the fuel gas and let it flow  

Stand up beside the fireplace  

Run a CLC test case  

Cos you should go and burn methane ouuuuuuuuuuu uuuuut  
 

So Marcus please wait, it’s not really too late 

though the climate´s in danger  

Our planet wastes away, but don't look back in anger  

I heard you say  

 

Tell me ´bout the place where you go  

Where nobody knows, if it's night or day  

Please don't put your life in the hands  

of some company man, who'll throw it all away  
 

Make a revolution in your bed  

Cos you should use the brains that´s in your head  

Turn on the fuel gas and let it flow  

Stand up beside the fireplace  

Run a CLC test case  

Cos you should go and burn methane ouuuuuuuuuuu uuuuut  
 

So Marcus please wait, it’s not really too late 

though the climate´s in danger  

Our planet wastes away, but don't look back in anger  

I heard you say  

 

So Marcus please stay, don´t go away 

cause the climate´s in danger  

Our planet wastes away, but don't look back in anger  

I heard you say  
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Marcus - Dont Look Back In Anger,  Oasis 

 

 CFCF

 G D Em 

 Slip inside the  eye of your  mind

  H C

Don't you know you might find  

 D GEmD 

  A better particle today      

 G D Em

 You said that  you'd never been 

  H C

But all the particles you've seen 

 D G Em D 

  Slowly fade away      

 

 C Cm G 

  Go on and start to  fluidize your bed 

  C Cm G 

Cosyou should use thebrains that´s in your head 

 C Cm G 

 Turn on the gas and let it flow

 D 

 Stand up beside the fireplace 

 H 

 Run a CLC test case

  Em D C D 

Cos you should go and  burn methane ouuuuuuuuuuuuuuuut 

 

 G D Em H C 

 So  Marcus please w ait, it’s not really toolate 

  D G EmD 

though the climate´s in danger    

  G D EmH C D

Our planet  wastes away,  bu t don't look back in anger 

  G D EmH CDGEmD 

I heard you say                

 

Tell me ´bout the place where you go 

Where nobody knows, if it's night or day 

Please don't put your life in the hands 

of some company man, who'll throw it all away 
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